Press release

News for Heavy Duty. Valeo brake pads troubleshooting guide release!
Valeo - Paris - Jul 2019. Repair and maintenance for heavy duty is getting more complex and time consuming.
Workshops needs to be sharp and efficient to reduce as much as possible vehicles downtime. This requires
operators to be highly skilled and always up to date. Valeo tackles this issue with an additional tool to support
daily servicing tasks.
Valeo launches a New Brake Pad fault assessment for heavy duty brake pads, giving a
quick access to diagnosis and user information. Brake pads are one of the important
cause generating downtime for heavy duty vehicles which makes the fitting process
absolutely key to secure. This is even more important when a whole fleet is concerned
as the effect on the Total Cost of Ownership is immediate.
This new guide - available online @ valeoservice.com/en-com/newsroom
exposes everything the operators need to know concerning the 22 brake pads
premature wear cases, their effects and all corrective actions or advice Valeo
recommends such as:
- Checking at regular intervals that all brake disc components are functioning correctly,
- Knowing that initial braking after any brake pads replacement can be of a lower performance than usual,
- And much more ...
The Valeo brake pads troubleshooting guide enriches Valeo Tech @ssist (valeoservice.com/en-com/techassist),
the e-platform at the heart of the technical knowledge of Valeo. This free web platform gives free access to a
quick and intuitive part search engine in a few clicks, all technical information and on-demand training modules
are now in one single place.
Find out more on valeoservice.com
●

A broad range of brake pads permanently evolving to meet each customers' requirements:
Valeo OptiPACKTM : best perceived value for money by European customers
Valeo PremiumPACKTM : Best Valeo Quality
Valeo SmartPACKTM : Cost efficiency

●

Improved data on Valeo Service technical web platform, Valeo Tech @ssist:
- Quick and intuitive part search engine
- All technical information in few clicks
- On demand training modules

●

Technical training, webinars and technical promotion with our longstanding automotive professional
trainers who know the aftermarket.

Valeo is an automotive supplier, partner to all automakers worldwide. As a
technology company, Valeo proposes innovative products and systems that
contribute to the reduction of CO2 emissions and to the development of intuitive
driving. In 2018, the Group generated sales of 19.3 billion euros and invested 13%
of its original equipment sales in Research and Development. Valeo employs
113,600 people in 33 countries worldwide, in 186 plants, 21 research centers, 38
development centers and 15 distribution platforms. Valeo is listed on the Paris stock
exchange.
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